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f you’ve ever seen how fast the 

guys in the hardtail categories 

at enduro races go, you’ll realise 

you don’t have to have a rear 

shock to get a lick on down 

seriously technical terrain. No rear 

suspension also means one less 

thing to go wrong, easier set-up and 

more in the bike builder’s pot to 

spend on parts, rather than pivots 

and dampers (which add weight too).

While bikes without rear bounce 

require better skills to get them 

down hills smoothly, most British 

hills are relatively short and 

technical, not long mountain smash-

fests. That’s why hardcore hardtails 

continue to thrive as a potentially 

great value, max satisfaction way to 

play on bike park black runs or down 

the local woods. And manufacturers 

– primarily smaller British ones – are 

continuing to push the limits of how 

radical and capable their frames are.

While we’ve concentrated on 

650b-wheeled machines here, the 

OUR
RATINGS

We base our scores on 
value for money and 

performance

VERY GOOD 
One of the best you can buy

GOOD  
It’ll do the job and do it well

BELOW AVERAGE 
Flawed in some way

POOR  
Simply put, don’t bother!

EXCEPTIONAL 
A genuine class leader

hardcore hardtail breed covers the 

full range of bases, from faster rolling, 

trail-smoothing 29ers through to the 

new world of inspiringly ignorant, 

plough-through-anything ‘plus’-

tyred bikes. Traditional 26in wheels 

also make an appearance, both in 

narrow old-skool form and fatbike 

format. There’s a full range of frame 

materials available too, from the 

alloy and steel chassis of our more 

affordable samples here, to titanium 

and carbon options for more opulent 

riders, and then a whole world of 

custom beauties from the likes of 

BTR, Mustard and others.

Whatever your budget, a good 

hardcore hardtail should do two 

things – maximise front end control 

through its appropriately aggro 

geometry, fork, tyres and cockpit, 

and minimise the unsuspended back 

wheel’s disruption of ride balance 

through a well-designed frame and 

smart spec. So, who’s doing it right 

and who’s doing it wrong?

THE TESTER

GUY KESTEVEN

When it comes to direct 
talking about direct-riding 
bikes, our Kes never pulls 

his punches, and he’s 
trained his northern test 
team to be as brutal in 

their honesty as they are 
in their riding. It’s no 

accident that most of the 
bikes in this test come 

from a Yorkshire design 
heritage either, as the hills 

around his Harrogate 
testing HQ contain exactly 

the kind of steep, techy 
and savage terrain where 
hardcore hardtails shine.
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THE LINE�UP

Ragley’s original Blue 

Pig, named after a pub and 

descent near Hebden Bridge 

(yes, in Yorkshire), broke 

the rules of how slack and 

long a hardtail could be. The 

2017 version stretches the 

gravity-inspired geometry 

even further while mixing 

some neat new features with 

its vibration-damping steel 

construction. Add Shimano’s 

new SLX M7000 stop-and-go 

group and the only remote-

control dropper on test, and 

you’ve got a recipe for a riot.

Orange’s latest alloy 

hardcore hardtail runs almost 

the same slack-and-long 

geometry as the Halifax  

firm’s 160mm-travel Alpine 

6. Even this basic model is 

equipped to take a beating, 

with a heavy-duty rear tyre, 

chunky rims, thick-walled 

RockShox Yari fork and a mix-

and-match Shimano/SRAM/

Race Face transmission. The 

ride provided by those big 

tubes and raked-out head 

angle might not be what  

you’d expect, though.

ORANGE CRUSH S 
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COTIC BFE275 SILVER THRU 
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COMMENCAL META HT AM RACE 
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RAGLEY BLUEPIG 
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Another Yorkshire-bred 

update on a classic ride, 

the latest BFe comes with a 

Syntace through-axle and 

reinforced pipework that’s 

ready for a 140mm fork. 

Sheffield-based Cotic have 

put together a reasonable 

complete bike for a small 

brand too. It’s the quality of 

the ride from the carefully-

chosen mix of steel tubes that 

makes the legendary Soul’s 

beefier brother shine when 

the going gets tough, even if 

the geometry is slightly dated.

A true mountain hardtail 

from the Andorran Pyrenees, 

the moody black Meta HT 

AM is an unapologetically 

aggressive and stiff max-

strength sled. Throw in a big-

hit component spec including 

a RockShox Lyrik fork, wrap 

it in 2.4in rubber and it’s 

ready to point down any run 

you’re brave enough to hit. 

Be warned that it’ll take a 

tough set of knees, arms and 

feet to hang onto this brutally 

unforgiving gravity animal all 

the way down.
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agley’s Blue Pig has been 

a boundary stretcher since 

2008, and the latest version 

literally stretches hardcore 

hardtail performance to a whole new 

level of big grin, full-gas fun.

The frame

Triple-butted chromoly steel tubes 

are reinforced with a throat gusset 

behind the 44mm head tube. There’s 

a bracing strut from the super-

sloped top tube to the extended seat 

tube, while the skinny seatstays 

extend directly inline, with a small 

plate brace. The Bluepig still uses a 

cunning ‘Three Finger’ split plate on 

the driveside for chainring and 2.4in 

tyre clearance, while the non-

driveside chainstay is a conventional 

curved tube. Forged-plate stay ends 

carry big dropout sections for the 

142x12mm bolt-through axle (QR 

versions are also available if you’re 

building up from a £549 frame).

The kit

While the Bluepig is the most 

expensive complete bike on test, 

the extra money is well spent. 

You get a ‘stealth’-routed Brand-X 

dropper – our current budget fave 

– as standard. Ragley’s own-brand 

cockpit kit always scores well in 

tests too. Smooth operation of the 

Shimano SLX gears is helped by the 

Pig’s clean cable routing, and the 

cranks are tough and light. The SLX 

brakes are control rich too, though 

we’d prefer bigger rotors. While 

the lightweight wheel/rubber pack 

boosts acceleration and agility, the 

rims are the narrowest on test and 

the rear tyre is relatively fragile.

The ride

With the ‘slack as a DH bike’ 

64-degree (static) head angle 

and huge 1,200mm wheelbase 

accentuated by the slim steel stays 

and eye-burning neon paintwork, 

the Bluepig looks borderline 

ridiculous if you see someone 

else riding it. Ragley have nailed 

the holistic fit and kit though, so 

it somehow seems totally dialled 

as soon as you sit on it and take a 

couple of lazy, tyre-scrubbing loops 

of the car park. Tee it up into the 

first trail section – red is good, black 

even better – and the way it places 

its sticky front tyre with totally 

unshakable gravitas is a gravity-

fuelled rider’s dream. 

It doesn’t take long to prove that 

steel is still an excellent material 

choice for hardcore bikes either. 

Because the geometry lets you carry 

a huge amount of speed through 

smooth trails and berms, you’ll 

inevitably slam into rock sections 

a lot faster than normal. On the 

Commencal – and to a lesser extent 

the Orange – this would result in 

£1,699.99 Ragley’s radical 

Bluepig is ready to go hog wild

R

TRIPLE BUTTED

A tube that has 
three di�erent wall 

thicknesses to 
tune its strength 

and sti�ness 
characteristics 
depending on 

structural loads.

THROAT GUSSET

An extra plate 
welded onto the 
back of the head 

tube and the 
underside of the 

down tube to 
spread stress from 

big frontal 
impacts. 

JARGON

DETAILS

 CAPABLE CABLING

Smooth function of 
Shimano’s 11-speed 

SLX gearing depends 
on clean, straight 

alignment of quality 
cables. Luckily the 
Bluepig has both

 DROP ZONE

Having a dropper as 
standard saves dipping 
into your pocket again 
and the neat under-bar 

lever of the Brand-X 
post makes it a budget 

favourite

 NEAT, NEAT, NEAT

Triple-butted steel 
tubes are mixed with 

neatly functional 
segments like the 

bolt-on replaceable 
dropouts and ‘Three 

Finger’ driveside 
chainstay bridge

RAGLEY BLUEPIG
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BIKE TEST 

an abrupt, crashing loss of speed 

and composure as the back wheel 

smacked unforgivingly into the 

face of the first block you didn’t 

manage to pop or hop and choked 

more with each impact until you 

were almost stalled. Riding the 

two steel bikes, our testers always 

managed to maintain flow and shrug 

off initial and successive strikes 

better.  Add the fact that the Ragley 

generally arrived at these sections 

significantly faster than the Cotic, 

and the Bluepig was clearly the one 

kicking ass, not kicking our asses, 

when things got properly rad. 

It’s a sign of just how sweetly 

it rides that we didn’t feel under-

barred or lacking in tyre volume or 

rim width on the Ragley most of the 

time either, although adding more 

power-steering leverage and some 

max support, max grip rubber to its 

already cocksure character would 

take its corner-exploding potential 

to the unreasonable limit. The lighter 

wheelset is what keeps it alive 

and enjoyable on rolling trail rides 

or proper days out, though, and 

switching tyres to the heavier-duty 

rubber of the Crush definitely muted 

its more playful character. It’s also 

worth noting that even sprung steel 

stays can’t mimic the steamroller 

speed sustain of a 2.8-3.0in plus 

tyre on staccato trails. As far as 

the capability of a conventional 

650b-tyred hardcore hardtail goes, 

though, the Bluepig pushes the fast 

and furious fun limits of double-

black or day ride missions further 

than ever before. 

Boundary-pushing geometry with sorted kit for the 

cash and a forgiving steel feel to save your arse 

H I G H S

DH-style 
geometry 

amplifies skill and 
bravery when 

things get fast 
and furious 

Sweet-riding 
steel frame 

sustains speed 
while improving 

control and 
comfort 

Good value  
ready-to-riot  
kit package 

L O W S

Bigger rotors 
would increase 
braking power
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F O R  A  L I T T L E  M O R E

Ragley Bigwig £1,749.99
E�ectively a Bluepig 29er, with the added 

bonus of Boost rear dropouts and 110mm 

fork spacing for extra sti�ness and 

potential plus tyre compatibility.

F O R  A  L I T T L E  L E S S

Ragley Mmmbop £1,349.99
A cheaper (£299.99), heavier frame than 

the Bluepig but with the same geometry. 

The Manitou Mattoc fork and Deore 

brakes are still good kit.

THE BLUEPIG WAS CLEARLY THE

 ONE KICKING ASS, NOT KICKING

 OUR ASSES, WHEN THINGS 

GOT PROPERLY RAD
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PRICE  �1,779 + �75 shipping  

(approx £1.630)

 £1,579  £1,575 £1,699.99

DISTRIBUTOR www.commencal-store.co.uk www.cotic.co.uk www.orangebikes.co.uk www.hotlines-uk.com

WEIGHT 13.43kg (29.61lb) 12.6kg (27.78lb) 13.6kg (29.98lb) 13.53kg (29.93lb)

FRAME
Triple-butted 6061 aluminium

Chromoly steel (Reynolds 853 down 

tube, ‘Ovalform’ top tube, double-

butted ‘FM’ tubing elsewhere)

Custom-butted 6061-T6 aluminium Custom triple-butted 4130 steel

SIZES (*TESTED) S, M, L*, XL S, M, L* S, M, L*, XL S, M, L*, XL

FORK RockShox Lyrik RC,  
160mm (6.3in) travel

X-Fusion Sweep RL2,  
140mm (5.5in) travel

RockShox Yari RC Boost,  
150mm (5.9in) travel

RockShox Yari RC,  
150mm (5.9in) travel

HEADSET Ride Alpha Cane Creek 10 FPD FSA No.9

WHEELS :
HUBS
RIMS
SPOKES
AXLES
WHEEL WEIGHT

Formula

WTB ST i25

32 stainless

100x15mm (f), 135x9mm QR (r)

2.28kg (f), 3.09kg (r), inc. tyres

Shimano Deore M618  

WTB ST i25

32 stainless

100x15mm (f), 142x12mm (r)

2.11kg (f), 2.78kg (r), inc. tyres

Formula

Alex MD25

32 stainless

110x15mm (f), 142x12mm (r)

2.31kg (f), 3.17kg (r), inc. tyres

Novatec D711 (f), Novatec D462 (r)

WTB ST i23

32 stainless

100x15mm (f), 142x12mm (r)

1.99kg (f), 2.49kg (r), inc. tyres

TYRES
Maxxis High Roller II EXO 27.5x2.4in Continental Trail King 27.5x2.2in

WTB Vigilante TCS Light/High Grip 
27.5x2.3in (f), WTB Trail Boss TCS 
Heavy Duty/Fast 27.5x2.25in (r)

WTB Vigilante TCS Light/High Grip 
27.5x2.3in (f), WTB Trail Boss TCS 
Light/Fast 27.5x2.25in (r)

CRANKSET/ 
BOTTOM BRACKET

SRAM NX, 30t/SRAM GXP
Race Face Æ�ect Cinch, 30t/ 
Race Face X-Type

Race Face Ride, 32t
Shimano SLX M7000, 32t/
Shimano Hollowtech II

DERAILLEUR(S) SRAM NX Shimano SLX M7000 Shimano SLX M7000 Shimano SLX M7000

SHIFTER(S) SRAM NX (1x11) Shimano SLX M7000 (1x11) Shimano SLX M7000 (1x11) Shimano SLX M7000 (1x11)

CASSETTE/CHAIN SRAM PG-1130, 11-42t / 
SRAM PC-1110

Shimano SLX M7000, 11-42t/ 
Shimano HG50

SRAM PG-1130, 10-42t/ 
SRAM PC-1110

Shimano SLX M7000, 11-42t/ 
Shimano HG601

BRAKES Avid DB3, 200/180mm rotors Shimano Deore, 180/160mm Shimano Deore M506, 180/160mm Shimano SLX M7000, 180/160mm

BAR/STEM/GRIPS Ride Alpha, 780mm/Ride Alpha, 
50mm/Ride Alpha soft compound

Race Face Respond, 780mm/Race 
Face Chester, 50mm/Race Face

Kore Durox, 760mm/Kore Cubix, 
50mm/Orange Strange lock-on

Ragley Wiser, 760mm/Ragley 
Stubbing, 50mm/Ragley lock-on

SEATPOST/SADDLE Ride Alpha/Ride Alpha Race Face Ride/Cotic Race Face Ride/Kore Durox IE
Syncros Dropper 2.0/ 
Syncros XR2.0

DIMENSIONS

COMMENCAL META 

AM HT RACE

THE SPEC DECK

Bombproof big-control front end at  

a small price, but brutally stiff and  

reach is short

Sublime springy steel ride quality  

and decent kit, but handles best with 

a shorter fork

Seriously tough frame and kit with 

‘slack, stretched and slammed’  

hero geometry for �lat-out fun

Boundary-pushing geometry with 

sorted kit for the cash and a forgiving 

steel feel to save your arse
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ith the sudden increase in wheel options and 

the extra traction and smoothness that 29in 

and particularly plus-size (27.5x2.8-3.0in) 

tyres can bring, hardtails are going through 

a big period of flux. For now, 650b ’tails are still the 

go-to option when it comes to mixing agile handling 

with the widest selection of tough, all-weather tyres 

and proven wheelsets. Especially if you can afford 

a decent quality frame, wheel pack and suspension 

fork, like those on the bikes we’ve tested here. It’s the 

geometry of the frame and the way the bike interacts 

with the trail that make the most difference though, as 

this test – and most we’ve done recently – has shown.

While Commencal’s Meta AM HT looks unbeatable 

on paper, the fact it beat us up on every ride saw 

it lagging behind longer, less punishing bikes on 

our score sheets. Conversely, Cotic’s BFe275 rides 

beautifully, but sticking a 140mm fork into geometry 

that’s best suited to a 100 or 120mm unit really jacks 

it out of shape. That left the bombproof alloy Orange 

and the steel Ragley battling it out with their similarly 

super-slack and stretched geometry. 

It’s a close call too, especially if you start switching 

rear tyres and wheels about, and some riders might 

prefer the more direct ride or £125 cheaper price 

tag of the Crush S. But if you’ve got the extra cash 

and the skills to keep the back tyre alive, the more 

forgiving frame feel and insane geometry of the 

Bluepig made it the aggro trail animal all our testers 

ended up voting for as their take-home bacon. 

29er trail bikes 

Big-wheeled speed machines  

for £3,000�£3,500 

ON SALE 1 MARCH

 NEXT MONTH      

FINAL VERDICT
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RAGLEY BLUEPIG


